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§ 1. INTRODUOTION
The following facts are the background for the ideas and results of this
paper. First, by a classical theorem of Smirnov there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the collection of all Hausdorff compactifications
of a completely regular T1-space X and the collection of all proximities
in the space X (see e.g. [9], p. 350). Secondly, by DE VRIES [17] it has
been shown that there exists a duality between the theory of compact
Hausdorff spaces and the so-called compingent Boolean algebras. Moreover,
in [17] a universal method is presented to generate all Hausdorff com-
pactifications of a space X. Thirdly, in [l] and [2] it has been proved that
topological completeness of a metrizable space X is equivalent to cocom-
pactness i.e. compactness of a space *X with the same underlying set
as X, but with a weaker topology satisfying certain technical conditions.
Such a space *X is called a cospace of X. For more information about
cocompactness and cotopology the reader is referred to [1] and [2].
Now the following questions are quite natural.
1. Does there exist a universal way to generate all cocompact extensions
of a space (these extensions include the complete extensions in the
metrizable case) 1
2. Does there exist a structure like a proximity structure such that
"completeness" in this structure is equivalent to cocompactness (and
topological completeness in the metrizable case) 1
A partial answer to the first question is suggested by the results in [3].
It is possible to construct all cocompact metrizable extensions of a metri-
zable space X by a construction which is very similar to the construction
of Hausdorff compactifications. An analysis of this construction leads to
the definitions 2.2 and 2.3 where the notions of a condensed closed neigh-
bourhood subbase and a perfect neighbourhood subbase are defined. In this
paper we consider only oospaces which are generated by condensed closed
neighbourhood subbases (§ 2 and § 3) or perfect neighbourhood subbases
(§ 4 and § 5).
Following the ideas of CsAszAR [8] in theorem 2.3 and 2.4 it is shown
that for every space X and every condensed closed neighbourhood subbase
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of X a so-called strong inclusion on X can be defined . The strong inclusion
is denoted by ~. A strong inclusion is a special simp le iopoqenous structure
and is very similar to t he st rong inclusion by whi ch a proximity structure
can be defin ed (see definiti on 2.1 and [5]).
In our theory by the st rong inclusion a semi-proximity space is defined
(see definition 2.1). In t he first part of § 2 some elementary results on
semi-proximity spaces are presented and the st rong inclusion , induced by
a condense d closed neighbourhood subbase , is defined and discussed in
some detail (t heorem 2.4, definition 2.4).
In t he second part of § 2 we give an affirmative answer to question 2.
In definition 2.5 the noti on of a concentric system in a semi-proximity
space is introduced . The notion of a concentric sys te m should be compared
with that of a concordant filt er ([17]) or that of a ~-ideal ([12]). A semi-
proximity space is called hemi-compaot (i.e. " complete" ) if every con-
centric system has a non-empty intersection. (We have changed to the
Greek "hemi" because the word "semi-compact" has already been used
with a different meaning [14], [19]). It should be observed that a proximity
space is hemi-compact if and only if it is compact (cf. proof of theorem 2.5).
In theorem 2.5 t hrough 2.8 it is shown that the notion of hemi-compactness
is the counte rpart of the not ion of cocompact ness .
The similarity between t he notions of hemi-compactness and cocom-
pactness is st ressed by t he results in § 3. Hemi-compactness shares many
invariance properties with cocompactness and in all important cases hemi -
compact ness is equivalent to cocompactness with respect to a condensed
closed neighbourhood sub base .
In § 4 and § 5 a parti al answer to the first quest ion is given . In defi-
n iti on 4.1 the notion of a semi-comp inqeni la t ti ce is defined the axioms
of which are suggeste d by t he axioms for a semi-pro ximity space and the
close connect ion between the t heo ry of proximity sp aces and the t heory
of compingent Boolean algebras ([17] , p. 44).
In § 4 it is shown that by a semi-compingent lat tic e there is generated
a completely regular T1-space fJL and a compact eospace of fJL. In the
first part of § 5 it is proved that a very broad class C(? of cocompact spaces
(including the complete metrizable and locally compact spaces) can be
obtained in this way (theorem 5.1 and 5.2) .
In the second part of § 5 it is proved that every cocompact extension
of a space X , which belongs to ee, is homeomorphic to a space fJL. Here
fJL is genera ted by a semi-compingent lattice defined on the lattice of
all regularly open subsets of X (theorem 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6).
NOTATION. clxA and intxA denote the closure and in terior of A in X .
§ 2. SEMI-PROXIMITY SPACE S
In this section t he notion of a proximity space will be generalized.
Our goal is to define the notion "hemi-compactness" which shares some
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nice properties with the notion "cocompactness" and by which an alge-
braic approach to cocompactifications can be obtained. For general infor-
mation about proximity spaces the reader is referred to [9], 342-356.
Usually a proximity space is defined as a pair (X, 15) where X is a non-
empty set and 15 - the proximity relation - is a symmetric relation on the
subsets of X satisfying certain conditions. The topology of the proximity
space (X, 15) is defined by the rule clxA = {xl ({x}, A) E t5} for A ex.
By ALEXANDROV and PONOMAREV [5] a system of axioms for a proximity
space has been given with the strong inclusion as fundamental notion.
In a proximity space (X, 15) a subset A is strongly included in B-i.e.
A (£ B - if and only if (A, X\B) ¢: 15. The symmetry of a proximity relation
is expressed by the following axiom of symmetry
SM. If A (£ B, then X\B (£ X\A.
Now we are going to define the so-called semi-proximity spaces. Roughly
speaking a semi-proximity space is a proximity space without symmetry.
DEFINITION 2.1. A semi-proximity space is a pair (X, (£) where X is
a non-empty set and (£ - the strong inclusion - is a relation between subsets
of X which satisfies the following axioms SPI through SP6.
SP1. If A ~ B, then A C B.
SP2. If Al C A (£ B C e; then Al ~ B I .
SP3. If Ai ~ B, for i= 1,2, then Al n A 2 (£ B I n B 2 and Al U A 2 (£
(£ B I U B 2•
SP4. 0 (£ 0 and X ~ X.
SP5. If A ~ B, then there exists 0 such that
1. A ~ 0 (£ B.
2. If D ~ E and E n 0 = 0, then there exists F such that
O(£FandFnD=0.
SP6. {x} (£ X\{y} if and only if x=l=y.
Axiom SP5,2 is a consequence of axiom SM as is easily seen (Let
F = X\D). Axiom SP5 can be reworded as follows. Suppose (£ is a relation
on the subsets of X which satisfies SPI through SP4 and SP6.
A subset 0 of X is called inflatable if for all D and E with D ~ E and
On E=0 there exists F such that 0 ~ F and F n D=0. A collection
rc of subsets of X is said to be ((£ - ) dense if for all A and B with A (£ B
there exists 0 E rc such that A (£ 0 (£ B. Now axiom SP5 can be expressed
as follows:
SP5*. The collection of all inflatable subsets of X is dense.
Obviously, every proximity space is a semi-proximity space. A system
of axioms for a proximity space is the axiom SM, the axioms SPI through
SP5, 1 and SP6. (The difference between this system of axioms and that
in [5] is irrelevant). By a straightforward generalization of some of the
results on proximity spaces we get the following results.
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The topology of a semi-proximity space (X, ~) is defined by: A subset
U of X is open if {x} ~ U whenever x E U or equivalently, intxV =
= {xl {x} ~ V} for every V C X.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose (X, ~) is a semi-proximity space. Then
{p} ~ A if and only if A is a neighbourhood of p. If A ~ B, then clxA C
CintxB.
We will say that (X, (9) admits a strong inclusion ~ if the topology of
(X,~) coincides with (9.
THEOREM 2.1. A compact space X admits precisely one strong inclusion,
namely A ~ B if and only if clxA C intxB; (X,~) is a proximity space.
THEOREM 2.2. A semi-proximity space X is completely regular (and
T 1) . If A ~ B, then A and X\B are functionally separated. Every com-
pletely regular space admits a semi-proximity structure.
Now we present a method by which from certain pairs (X, *X) of space
and cospace admissible strong inclusions on X can be obtained. Recall
that a closed neighbourhood subbase of a regular T1-space X is a family 38
of closed subsets such that for each point x and for each neighbourhood
U of x there exists a finite subfamily {Bklk E F} of 38 such that
x E intx n {Bklk E F} C n {Bk[k E F} C intxU.
The cospace *X(38) of X relative the closed neighbourhood subbase 38 has
the same underlying set as X and is endowed with the topology for which
38 serves as a subbase of the closed sets.
DEFINITION 2.2. Two subsets 0 and D of a space X are said to be
functionally separated by a closed neighbourhood subbase 38 if there exists
{BrlBr E 38, r dyadic rational and 0~ r ~ I} such that 0 C B o, D C X\B1
and B; C intxBs whenever O~r<s~1.
A <f!1JB denotes that A and X\B are functionally separated by 38.
A closed neighbourhood subbase 38 of a space X is said to be condensed
if the following conditions are satisfied.
BO. 0 E 38 and X E 38.
Bl. If x E X, BE 38 and x E intxB, then {x} <f!1JB.
B2. Suppose Ai E 38, i= 1, ... , n, and n {Aili= 1, ... , n}=0.
Then there exist Oi E 38, i= 1, ... , n, such that
Ai<f!1JOi,i=l, ... ,n, and n {Oi\i=l, ... ,n}=0.
Observe that if 0 and D are functionally separated by the closed neigh-
bourhood subbase 38 i.e. there exists a subcollection {Brlr dyadic rational
and O~r~ I} of 38 such that 0 C B o, DC X\B1 and B; C intxBs whenever
O~r<s~1, then there is a continuous real valued function on X such
that f(O) = 0 and f(X\D) = 1 (cf. [13], lemma 3, p. 114).
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The conditions BO, B1 and B2 for a condensed neighbourhood subbase
are suggested by similar properties of the collection fl' of all zero-sets
(see [11] for definitions) of a completely regular space X. BO and B1
are obviously satisfied by fl'. In order to see that condition B2 is satisfied
it should be observed that
1. if Z1 n ... n Zn=0, Zi E' fl', then there exist cozero-sets Oi, i= 1, ... , n
such that Zi C Oi, i= 1, ... , n, and 0 1 n '" n On=0;
2. if a zero-set Z is contained in a cozero-set 0, then Z < ~O.
A proof of the second property can be found in [11] p. 17. To obtain
a proof of the first property which may be well known, observe that
clxZ1 n ... n clxZn = 0, where fJX denotes the Cech-Stone compactifi-
cation of X (e.g. see [11], p. 86). By the normality of fJX there exist open
sets U, in fJX such that Zi CUi, t : 1, ... , nand U1 n ... n Un=0.
In view of the Urysohn lemma the sets U, can be supposed to be cozero-
sets. Then Oi= X n Ui satisfies the required conditions.
Thus the following proposition is proved.
PROPOSITION 2.2. A T1-space X is completely regular if and only if
X has a condensed closed neighbourhood subbase.
In the following definition the notion of a perfect neighbourhood subbase
is defined. This notion plays an important role in the theory of cocom-
pactifications (§ 4 and § 5). Recall that a set is called regularly closed
if it is the closure of its interior. A set which is the closure of an open
set is regularly closed.
DEFINITION 2.3. A perfect neighbourhood subbase BB of a space X is a
condensed closed neighbourhood subbase the elements of which are
regularly closed.
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition that a closed
neighbourhood subbase be condensed. Observe that these conditions are
satisfied by the family of all closed sets in a compact Hausdorff space.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose X is a T1-space and BB is a closed neigh-
bourhood subbase of X which satisfies the following conditions.
NO. 0 and X belong to BB.
N1. If x E' X, BE' BB and x E'intxB, then there exists 0 E' BB such that
x E'intxO and 0 C intxB.
N2. If A, B E' BB and A C intxB, then there exists 0 E' BB such that
A C intxO and 0 C intxB.
N3. Suppose Ai E'BB, i= 1, ... , n, and n {Ai[i= 1, ... , n}=0. Then there
exist Oi E' BB, i= 1, ... , n, such that Ai C intxOi' i= 1, ... , n, and
n {Oili= 1, ... , n}=0.
Then BB is a condensed closed neighbourhood subbase of X. If moreover
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every member of:J8 is regularly closed, then :J8 is a perfect neighbourhood
subbase.
Proof. The proof of the proposition is straightforward. Observe that
from condition N2 it follows that if A C intxB, then A <;?jB. The proof
is essentially that of the Urysohn lemma in [13] with the normality
condition replaced by condition N2.
In the following theorems the terminology of CsAszAR [8] is used.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose:J8 is a condensed closed neighbourhood sub-
base of a Tl-space X. Suppose the relation (£' is defined on the set of all
subsets of X by
A (£' B if there exist Al and B1 E:J8 such that A CAl <;?jB1 C B.
Then (£' is a semi-topogenous order (i.e. (£' satisfies SPI, SP2 and SP4).
The proof of theorem 2.3 is straightforward. Observe that (£' also satisfies
SP5,1.
There is a standard procedure to extend a semi-topogenous order to
a topogenous order (£ (i.e. (£ satisfies SPI through SP4; see [8], p. 16).
In this particular case this yields the following result.
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose:J8 is a condensed closed neighbourhood sub-
base of a Tl-space X. Let (£' be the semi-topogenous order on the subsets
of X as defined in theorem 2.3.
Let A (£B if and only if there exist natural numbers m and ni (i = 1, ... , m)
and sets Ai, Bi, Aij and Bij (i=I, ... , m; j=I, ... , ni) such that
A = u {Aili= 1, ... , m}, B= U {Bili= 1, ... , m},
Ai= n {Aijlj=I, ... ,ni}, Bi= n {Btjlj=I, ... ,nt}, (i=I, ... ,m),
and Aij (£' Btj, i = 1, ... , m, j = 1, ... , ni.
Then (£ is an admissible strong inclusion on X.
Proof. By the definition of (£ we have that SPI through SP4 are
satisfied. SP6 follows from the fact that X is a regular Tl-space and :J8
is a closed neighbourhood subbase of X.
Because :J8 is a condensed neighbourhood subbase, for every x E X the
family :J8x= {BI{x}<;?jB E:J8} is a subbase for the neighbourhoods of x
in X. In view of the definition of (£ it follows that U is a neighbourhood
of x if and only if {x} (£ U. Hence (£ is an admissible strong inclusion.
It remains to be shown that the inflatable subsets are (£-dense. Let
By the definition of (£ there exist Di, Ei, Dij and Eij (i = 1, ... , m;
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j = I, ... , nil such that
D= U {Dtli= 1, ... , m}, E= U {Etli= 1, ... , m},
Dj= n {Dijlj=I, ... ,nt}, E= n {Eijlj=l, ... ,n.} (i=I, ... ,m)
and Dtj(£' Eij, i=I, ... ,m, j=l, ... ,nt.
For eachi and j select Gij E f!d such that Dij <£?iGti <£?iEtj. Then for each
i E {l , "', m} we have (B1 n ... n B k ) n (Gn n ... n Gt n, ) =0. From con-
dition B2 it follows that there exist Ail, , A t k E f!4 such that Bi < £?iAf/,
1= I, ... , k and (All n ... n A i k ) n (Gn n n Gi ni ) =0.
For each 1 let Az=A ll n n A mz, 1= 1, ... , k.
Then B, (£ A z and Al n n A k n D=0.
It follows that the finite intersections of elements of f!d are inflatable.
Obviously the finite union of inflatable sets is inflatable. From the defi-
nition of (£' and (£ it follows that the inflatable sets are dense. Hence
SP5 is satisfied.
In the terminology of [81 the conditions SPI through SP5,1 express
that (£ is a simple topogenous structure.
The following corollary of theorem 2.4 will be needed in § 4 (cf. [6],
p. 145).
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose f!d is a condensed closed neighbourhood sub-
base of a TI-space X. Let (£' be the semi-topogenous order as defined in
theorem 2.3. Let (£ bc the strong inclusion as defined in theorem 2.4.
Then A (£ B if and only if there exist natural numbers m and 14
(i=l, ... ,m) and sets At, Bt , Au and Bti (i=l, ... ,m; j=l, ... ,14) such
that
A= n {Aili=I, ... ,m}, B= n {Btli=l, ... ,m},
A i= U {Aijlj=l, ... ,nt}, Bt= U {Btilj=l, ... ,14} (i=l, ... ,m)
and A ii (£' Btf, i = I, ... , m, j = I, ... , ni.
Proof. "if". The relation (£' is contained in (£ and (£ is a topogenous
order. "only if". Suppose A (£ B. By the definition of (£ there exist natural
numbers m and nt (i=l, ... ,m) and sets Ai, Bi, A ii and Bii (i=l, ... ,m;
j = I, ... , nt) such that the relations in theorem 2.4 are satisfied. Now
consider the finite collection of functions 8 defined on {I, ... , m} such
that 8(i) E {I, ... , nt}. Suppose there exist p of such functions. Identifying
the functionsymbols with their numbers we have 8= I, , p.
Let 0,= U {AiS(illi= I, , m} and D,= U {Bt'(illi= I, , m}.
Then A= n{Os!8=1, ,p} and B= n{DsI8=1, ... ,p} and the co-
rollary is proved.
DEFINITION 2.4. The strong inclusion defined in theorem 2.4 is called
the strong inclusion induced by the condensed neighbourhood subbase f!4.
To avoid misunderstanding we present the following example which
27 Indagationes
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shows that the topology of a space X is not necessarily determined by
the closed neighbourhood subbase f!lJ.
The topology of X is involved in the definition of < g(J.
In general the strong inclusion induced by the condensed neighbourhood
subbase f!lJ depends both on f!lJ and on the topology of X.
EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, 1] and Y = [0, 1] U (2, 3]. A bijective f: X -+ Y
is defined by f(x)=2x (O~x~-!) and f(x)=2x+l (-!<x~I).
f!lJ = ([a, b)I°~a < b~ I} and f(f!lJ) = {f(B) IB E f!lJ} are condensed closed
neighbourhood subbases of X and Y respectively. The topologies of X
and Yare different, but f!lJ and f(f!lJ) are essentially the same. Observe
that [1, -!]<g(J[O, -!] does not hold. However f([i, -!])<f(g(J)f([O, -!]). Thus
< g(J and < f(g(J) are essentially different.
REMARK 2.1. There are various ways to obtain strong inclusions from
closed neighbourhood subbases e.g. using the conditions on neighbourhood
subbases from theorem 1 in [3] or these conditions with < replaced by
<g(J as defined in definition 2.2. In this paper preference is given to the
conditions BO, Bl and B2 in definition 2.2 in view of the results in
theorems 2.7 and 2.8.
Now we are in a position to define the notion of hemi-compactness
which is the counterpart of the notion of cocompactness.
DEFINITION 2.5. A non-empty collection .'IF of subsets of a semi-
proximity space (X, <£) is a concentric system if the following conditions
are satisfied.
081. 0 ¢.'IF
082. If A, B E.'IF, then there exists 0 E .'IF such that 0 <£ A n B.
DEFINITION 2.6. A semi-proximity space is hemi-compact if every
concentric system has a non-empty intersection.
Observe that hemi-compactness is not a topological notion. We will
say that a topological space X is (topologically) hemi-compact if X admits
a strong inclusion <£ such that (X, <£) is hemi-compact. In the following
theorem a sufficient condition for topological hemi-compactness is pre-
sented. Recall that a space X is said to be cocompact relative a closed
neighbourhood subbase f!lJ if the cospace *X(f!lJ) is compact.
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that a T1-space X is cocompact relative a
condensed closed neighbourhood subbase f!lJ.
Then (X, <£) where <£ is the strong inclusion which is induced by f!lJ, is
hemi-compact.
Proof. Let.'IF be a concentric system in (X, <£). From the definition
of the strong inclusion it follows that the collection f!lJ* of finite unions
and finite intersections of elements of f!lJ is dense i.e. if 0 <£ D, then there
exists BE f!lJ* such that 0 e B e D.
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Let ri = {BIB E ,CJlJ*; there exist C, D E.f7 such that C ~ B ~ D}.
It is not hard to show that n .f7 = n (§ (Observe that if A E.f7, then by
condition CS2 there exists C E.f7 such that C ~ A). The theorem follows.
Conversely, topological hemi-compactness implies cocompactness as is
stated in the following theorem.
TH~~OltEM 2.6. Let (X,~) be a hemi-compact semi-proximity space.
X endowed with the topology for which the collection of the closed in-
flatable subsets of X serves as a base for the closed sets, is a compact
cospaee of X.
Proof. Let of denote the collection of the closed inflatable subsets
of X. It should be observed that the closure of an inflatable subset of
X is inflatable. Then from proposition 2.1 it follows that J is a closed
neighbourhood subbase of X. Because the finite union of inflatable sets
is inflatable, of is a base for the closed sets of *X(J).
In order to prove the compactness of *X(J) it is sufficient to show
that each subcollection of J with the finite intersection property has a
non-empty intersection. Suppose .f7 is such a subcollection. Let (4 = {GJ
there exists FE .f7 such that F ~ G}. The family of all finite intersections
of <:fJ is a concentric system. Hence n (4 =1= 0. To complete the proof we
show that n ff = n ri. Obviously n.f7 C n rJ. Suppose x ¢ r, ff. Then
there exists FE ,'7 such that x ¢ F. Because F is closed, {x} ~ X \F. By
condition SP5,1 there exists D such that {x} ~ D ~ X \F. Because F is
inflatable there exists C such that F ~ C and O rv D = 0. It follows that
C c: <:§ and x ¢ C. Hence n ri C n .f7.
REMARK 2.1. Suppose a 1\-space X is cocompact relative a condensed
closed neighbourhood subbase i?d. By theorem 2.5 (X,~) where ~ is
induced by ,18 is hemi-compaet. By theorem 2.6 the collection of closed
inflatable subsets of X generates a compact cospace *X(J) of X. The
topology of *X(.f) is not weaker than the topology of *X (,CJlJ) , because
the elements of f!lJ are inflatable. It is an open problem to find (sufficient)
conditions that *X(f!lJ) and *X(of) have the same topology,
'fH~,OREM 2.7. Suppose (X,~) is a hemi-compaot semi-proximity space.
Then the collection of of all closed inflatable subsets of X is a condensed
closed neighbourhood subbase.
This result together with theorem 2.5 yields the following characteri-
zation of topological hemi-cornpactness.
THEOREM 2.8. A TI-space X is topologically henri-compact if and only
if X has a condensed closed neighbourhood subbase ,qg such that X is
cocompact relative ffB .
Proof of theorem 2.7. As is indicated in the proof of theorem 2.6
J is a closed neighbourhood subbase, Obviously BO (in definition 2,2)
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is satisfied. Because the closed inflatable subsets are ~-dense it can be
shown that condition Bl is satisfied (cf. the proof of proposition 2.3).
Furthermore in the same way it can be shown that if A ~ B then A < JB.
Hence in order to prove that condition B2 is satisfied it suffices to show
that the following condition is satisfied.
If Ai E Y, i= 1, ... , n, and n {Aili= 1, ... , n}=0, then there exist Ci,
i= 1, ... , n, such that Ai ~ Ci, i= 1, ... , n, and n {Cili= 1, ... , n}=0.
Suppose this condition is not satisfied.
Then l/&'={Cln ... nCnIAi~Ci, i=l, ... ,n} is a concentric system as
is easily seen (SP3 and SP5 !). Because (X,~) is hemi-compact there
exists x En l/&'.
Then x ¢: A io for some io, since Al n ... n An = 0. Select neighbourhoods
D and E of x such that x ~ D ~ E and E n A io= 0 (proposition 2.1 and
SP5). Because A io is inflatable, there exists Ci~ such that A io~ Ci~ and
D n Cf~=0. It follows that x ¢: Ci~. Consequently, x¢: n l/&' which is a
contradiction.
Now suppose that the strong inclusion of a hemi-compact semi-proximity
space (X,~) satisfies axiom SM: if A e B, then X\B e X\A. Then every
subset of X is inflatable as is easily seen. By theorem 2.6 it follows that
the compact space *X(J) coincides with X in this case. Thus the following
theorem is proved.
THEOREM 2.9. A hemi-compact semi-proximity space (X,~) is com-
pact if and only if the strong inclusion ~ satisfies the axiom of symmetry
SM.
§ 3. HEMI-COMPACTNESS
In this section we show that many properties of cocompactness are
shared by hemi-compactness.
THEOREM 3.1. Every locally compact Hausdorff space is topologically
hemi-compact.
A metrizable space is topologically hemi-compact if and only if it is
topologically complete.
Proof. Suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Let A ~ B
if and only if clxB is compact and clxA C intxB; X ~ X. The verification
that ~ is a strong inclusion is straightforward. (X,~) is hemi-compact
as is easily seen.
The proof of the second statement is highly non-trivial. One part of it,
namely topological hemi-compactness implies topological completeness,
can be obtained by combining theorem 2.8 and the following result in [1]:
in metrizable spaces cocompactness is equivalent to topological com-
pleteness. The other part of the statement follows from results in [3].
In the proof of theorem 4 of that paper for every metric space X a closed
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neighbourhood subbase !JB is constructed which besides property (*)
below has the following properties. !JB satisfies conditions 1, 2 and 3 of
proposition 2.3: conditions 1 and 2 correspond to conditions BO and B1
in theorem 1 of [3] respectively. Condition 3 corresponds to condition D6
in [3], proof of lemma 4. According to proposition 2.3 !JB is a condensed
closed neighbourhood subbase of X (throw in 0 and X). Moreover, if
A, B E!JB and A C intxB, then A <ggB. It follows that a concentric system
as defined in [3] is also a concentric system according to definition 2.4.
In [3] it is proved that the neighbourhood subbase !JB for the metric
space X can be constructed in such a way that !JB has the following
property:
(*) Every maximal concentric subsystem of !JB contains arbitrarily
small elements.
In case X is a complete metric space from this it follows that the
intersection of such a concentric system consists of one point. In the same
way as in the proof of theorem 2.6 it can be shown that this implies the
compactness of *X(!JB). By theorem 2.5 it follows that X is topologically
hemi-compaot whenever X is topologically complete.
Topological hemi-compactness shares many invariance properties with
cocompactness as is illustrated by the following theorem. The definition
of a mixed product, introduced in [2], appears in the proof.
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Every open subspace of a topologically hemi-
compact space is topologically hemi-oompact.
(b) Every topological union of topologically hemi-compact spaces is
topologically hemi-compact.
(c) Every mixed product of topologically hemi-compact spaces is to-
pologically hemi-compact.
Proof. (a) If U is an open subset of a hemi-compact semi-proximity
space (X, (£), then (U, (£u), where A (£u B if and only if A (£ B (£ U or
A=B= U, is a hemi-compact semi-proximity space.
(b) Suppose X is the topological union of spaces XIX' IX E A, where
each XIX admits a strong inclusion (£IX such that (XIX' (£IX) is hemi-compaot,
Define A (£' B if A (£'" B C X", for some IX; and X (£' X. (£' is a semi-topo-
genous order. As in theorem 2.4 a strong inclusion (£ can be obtained from
(£'. (X, (£) is hemi-compact as is easily seen.
(c) In [2] the notion of a mixed product is defined. For each IX of an
index set A, let X", be a topological space, and let X be the set-theoretic
product of the X",. For every collection '?J of subsets of A containing all
one-element subsets of A, the mixed product determined by '?J - II'(/X IX -
is the topology on X generated by the subbase
{ n np-l(Up)IO E '?J, Up open in Xp}
PEG
(np is the natural projection of X onto Xp)'
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There is a natural way to obtain an admissible strong inclusion for
II X", in case there exists an admissible strong inclusion ~'" for each X",.
Define n Jtp-1(AIi)~' n Jtp-1(Bp) if A p~p n; {3 EO. (0 EtC).
pEe pEe
Let 0~' 0 and X~' X. Then ~' is a semi-topogenous order. According
to theorem 2.4 this semi-topogenous order induces a topogenous order
~'t' which is a strong inclusion as is easily seen. (X, ~'if) is called the mixed
product 01 the family {(X"" ~",)liX E A} of semi-proximity spaces determined
by tC.
Now if every (X"" ~"') is hemi-compact, then (X, ~) is hemi-compact.
There are several ways to prove this. One way is to use results from the
next section and to reproduce the proof of the Tychonoff theorem in [7].
Another way is to use the results of theorems 2.6 and 2.7 (applied to each
(X"" ~"')), theorem 2.5 (applied to X, ~'if) and the theorem that the mixed
product of cocompact spaces is cocompact (see [2]).
In general a closed subspace of a hemi-compact space is not hemi-
compact (cf. [2]). It is an open problem whether topological hemi-com-
pactness is an invariant for the taking of G6-subsets or not. Observe that
an affirmative answer would solve a similar problem for cocompactness.
For the invariance of hemi-compactness under mappings we have the
following. It is quite natural to consider the following type of continuous
mappings (cf. [8] p. HI).
DEFINITION 3.1. A mapping 1of a semi-proximity space (Xl, ~t} into
a semi-proximity space (X2 , ~2) is equicontinuous if 1-1(A ) ~1 1-1(B) when-
ever A ~2 B. If 1 is bijective and both 1 and 1-1 are equicontinuous, 1 is
called an equimorphism and Xl and X 2 are said to be equimorphic.
THEOREM 3.3. Let 1be a equicontinuous map of (Xl, ~1) onto (X2, ~2).
If (Xl, ~1) is hemi-compact, then (X2 , ~2) is hemi-compact.
Proof. Let ~ be a concentric system in (X2 , ~2)' Because 1 is equi-
continuous, 1-1(~) = {f-1(F) IFE~} is a concentric system. rl 1-1(~) 0/= 0
since (Xl, ~1) is hemi-compact.
I(rl 1-1(~)) C rl ~ 0/=0 and the theorem follows.
It is an open problem how to define subspaces in a natural and simple
way. (axiom SP5,2 gives some trouble). For that reason theorem 3.3 is
formulated for onto mappings only.
As a corollary to theorem 3.2 and 3.3 we have the following.
COROLLARY 3.1. A mixed product of a family {(X"" ~",)liX E A} of semi-
proximity spaces is hemi-compaot if and only if each (X"" ~"') is hemi-
compact.
REMARK. The notion of a concentric system is quite different from
the notion of a Cauchy grill [8] p. 221.
Here we give an example of a Cauchy grill which is not a concentric
system. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space which is not compact
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and ~ the strong inclusion as introduced in the proof of theorem 3.1.
Let S; = {FIX\F is compact}.
Then S; is not a concentric system because no member of S; is compact.
However, S; is a Cauchy grill as is easily seen.
In studying extensions of semi-proximity spaces (§ 4 and § 5) it turns
out that perfect neighbourhood subbases are much more managable than
condensed closed neighbourhood subbases.
Therefore it is appropriate to define the following notion.
DEFINITION 3.2. A T1-space X is perfectly cocompact if it is cocompact
relative a perfect neighbourhood subbase.
It should be noticed that the class of perfectly cocompact spaces is
very broad. Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid if "topologically hemi-
compact" is replaced by "perfectly cocompact". In particular every locally
compact Hausdorff space is perfectly cocompact. A metrizable space is
perfectly cocompact if and only if it is topologically complete. (For the
last statement see [3], lemma 4).
(To be continued)
